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ABSTRACT

Phys1olog1ca1 and ecological parameters of the spruce
grouse {Canach1tes canaden$1s) 1n northern M1ch1gan were c011tpared
with levels of blood parasitism to detennine whether blood ·parasites

may limit the growth of grouse populations. Correlations of levels

of 1nfectfon with the breathing rate, heart rate, cloacal ten:perature,

and behavioral dispos1t1on were carried out. S1m11ar correlations
were- detennined with the stze� density., and species compos1t1on of
trees, and w1th the density and species ·composition of low
vegetation at sites where birds were seen. tnood parasites of the
9eneril �8100proteu,!.., Leycocytozoon, and Tryf)!�O.!Bfil!, and a nematode
microf11ar1a we.re reported from 135 birds. Eighty-four per cent of
the grouse showed some paras1 tem1a.
Cloacal temperatures and he1rt rates of adult males

correlated s1gn1f1cantly (P. .05-.01) with single infections of

Haemoprotous. and heart rates and behavioral d1spos1t1ons of aGlult

males correlated s1gn1f1cantly (P. .os-.01) with mixed 1nfect1ons

of ti!�prptcut and h!Ycocy�!..O!ID.• All other correlations of adult

male. adult female. and chick physiology were not s1gn1f1cant. The

type of habitat at sites where birds were found seems to be selected

independently of paras1tem1a.

Blood paras1t1sm 1s not believed to be an 1mPortant factor

1n reducing population growth or an important cause of disease 1n

this population of wild spruce grouse.
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INTROOUCT ION

The occurrence of blood parastttsrn 1n the grouse fam11y

(Tetraontdae) 1s well documented. Herman (1963a) observed,
"Without a

doubt, this family of birds has been subjected to more

1nvest1gat1ons of disease than has any other famtly of w11d11fe
species." Members of the genus Haemoproteus have been reported
1n the ruffed grouse (�asa UIJJbellus) by Fallis (1945) and

Dorney and Todd (1959), and 1n the blue grouse (Dendr19aP4:!S

obscurus) by Fowle (1946) and Bendell (1955). Reports of members

of the genus Le�ocytoZJ>O!l have been documented by Clarke (1935),

Fallis (1946), Erickson,

and Todd (1959) 1n

the

H1ghby.

and Carlson (1949), and Dorney

ruffed grouse, by Fowle (1946} and Bendell

(1965) 1n the blue grouse a by Cowan and Peterle (1957) tn the

sharptatl grouse (Pedtoe�etes {>!l_!s1ane11us}, and by Borg (19S3)
1n the black grouse (L1rurus tetr1�, hazel grouse (Tetrastes

bonas1a), and caperca1111e (Teirao urogallus). Members of the

genus Trmnosoma have been reported by Stefseth and Kotlan (1925),

Clarke (1935) t Erickson!! !J... (1949),

1n

the

and

ruffed grouse , ano by Fow1 e (1946)

Dorney and Todd (1959)

and Benda11

( 1955) 1n

the blue grouse. M1crof11ar1ae have been reported by Clarke (1935).

--

Erickson et al. (1949). Brinkman (1950), and Dorney and Todd

(1959) 1n the ruffed grouse. and by Fowle (1946) and Bendell (1955)

1n the blue grouse.

In the spruce grouse (Canach1't!!_ canadens1s) fn Alaska.

Stabler. K1tzmt11er, Ellison, and Holt (1967) reported not only
1

�pro��-• Leucocytozoon, Trn,anosoma, and m1crof11ar1a, but
also

P14smod1um and Hepatoz.29R. Clarke (1935) found Leucocytozoon,

TryI}!nos�. and m1crof11ar1a, and Fallfs and 8eMett (1960)

described Haemoproteus in spruce grouse 1n Ontario. Jones and

Rob1 nson (1969) reported Haent0,eroteus. �e�cocxtozoon, Trye_anosoma,.

and m1crof11aria 1n the peripheral blood of spnace grouse from
northern

r,achigan 1n the same area as that of the present study.

Appand1c•s 1 throw,;h 4 present a lbt of blood parasite genera and
references to their occurrenc� 1n grouse.

Population studies of the spruce grouse {Robinson and

Maxwell, 1969) made 1n conjunction with I blood parasite survey

(Jones ind Robinson, 1.969) 1n northern K1ch1gan have suggested the

poss1b11ity of pathogenic1ty of blood parasites. Such l)lras1tes

could act as agents 11m1ttng populatton growth- (by increasing
predatory susceptfb111ty

due

to weakneu or by directly causing

mortality) or es stimuli for the selection of unnatural and possibly

unfavorable habitat by the hosts.

There has been much speculation concerning blood protozoa

as ,causes of mortality

fn grouse, but practically no 11 terature

can be found that deals directly with their pathology. Chernin

(1952) studied the relapse phenomenon of Leucocytozoon s1mond1 in

Michigan ducks and reported a sU111Der mortality of 57-89 per cent;

on the other hand, popullt1·on studies by Borg (1953) 1n Sweden,
Erickson (1953) in Minnesota, and Dorney and Todd (1959) 1n

Wisconsin have indicated that Leucocytozoon. !22.· are not important
2

causes of death 1n

wtld

grouse. Fur-thermore,

field

studies on

natural mortality rates of 537 ruffed grouse end 174 blue grouse by
Dorney and Todd (1959) and Bendell (1955) re$pect1vely. have

indicated that

theNl 1s little evidence to indicate direct mortality
m1crof11ar1ae.

due to haemoproteus. trypanosoenes, or

Levine (1961).

1n reporting the 11fe history. morphology, and pattiogenesis of

!Jaemoproteus !PR.• fron various domestic and wild birds. found little
or no pathogen1c1ty and stated that, They are not an important
0

cauie of d1sease. Studies of prevalence, incidence. and
0

pathogen1c1ty by Hennan (1963b) have indicated that mortality from

haemoproteus has not been demonstrated 1n waterf�l. and that
reliable data are not available to fnd1cate the effects of

trypanosomes and m1crof1lar1aa.

The objectives of the present study were (1) to describe the

incidence of blood parasites in a population of wild spruce grouse

and (2) to detenn1ne pathological symptOlil$ resu1t1-ng f8om

paras1terafa. SUch objective$ were undertaken to reveal whether

infections with blood parasites resulted directly 1n bird mortality.

tn possible increased vu1nerabt11ty ·to predation through patholog1ca1

weakness, or 1n the selection of unnatural habitat. The severity

of infection of 1nd1v1dua1 birds was correlated wfth habitat
selection and with four physiological parameters, nazr.ely heart rate,
breathing rate, cloacal temperature, and behavioral d1spos1t1on.
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F1eld Procedures

MATERIALS and METHODS
Time and Place

Spruce grouse were sampled from May through August, 1968, on

the Vcllm·, Dog Plains in northwestern Marquette County, Michigan
(Township 50 N. Ranges 28-30 W). This area of approximately 20

square miles lies e1ght miles south of, and about 800 feet h1g�er

than Lake Superior. Dominant vegetation on the Yellow Dog Plains 1s

jack pine (PinU! banksian_!} 1ntenn1xed with spruces (P1cea mar1ana

and .e_. glauc�J.

.!:&£.� t 1,!l,9. Gr�tl

Birds wire located by systematic searching. Our research

team of from two to six men searched units of cover by walking abreast

of each other, 40 to 80 feat apart o depending on the density of the

cover. The tea.� ��ved back and forth across the cover until the unit

was considered sufficiently examined. Most birds sighted were on the
gro1Jnd. Undoubte<.lly many birds perched in the cover of trees escaped

our notica. Most cover Has saarched three or four t1mes at varying
interva 1 s through the surrmer.

Because adult fen�les are difficult to locate while nesting 1n

mid-June and adult males are obscure while molting in mid to late July,
a springer spaniel was found to be helpful in f1nd1ng birds at these
times.

Birds 11 or more months old ,-1erc classified as adults and those

h<1tched the present summer \-.ere classified as chicks. All adult fe ..

males possessed brood patches which indicates that each part1c1pated

4

1n breeding and, at least, laid eggs. S1xty-n1no porcent

males sampled were accompanied

by

a brood.

of

all fe

CJptur1ng Grouse

Adult birds were captured

either

with a mist net or with

a

noose, the former being usad both draped to tho ground and elevated

on poles. The netting method was more t1me consuming than noosing
and was employed sparingly.

The aoosc conststed of a piece of two•ply string attached to

the end of a 12-foot. telescopic, fiberglass pole or a woden pole

cut on the site. Thtt noose. about four 1nches in dtair.eter, was

placed over the bird's head and tightened around its neck to pull

the bird from a tree or eonf1ne it on the ground. Of all birds cap

tured tn this manner only one

14S

killed.

Chicks that had reached flying age were generally caught with

a noose ff perched 1n a tree. and with• m1st net ff on the ground.
Prior to

that age the chicks were captured exclusively

erally afte.r a sr.ort chase.

by

hand, gen

Obta1�1ng Pflisiol9a1ca1 Q!!!.
Captured birds were placed head first into a short cotton
stocking.

Th1s not only provided a

restratner

for

easy

handling

of the b1rd, but abo seened to calm the bird after the shock of
being c:4ptured.

Unmarked b1nfs w<!ro banded with both numbered aluminum bands

provided by the M1ch1gan Department of Natural Resources and a com

b1nnt1on of colored plastic bands for 1nd1vfdua1 1dent1ficat1on. A

record waa made of t1ine of day, air temptrature. sky conditions. loca
tion. sex, age, stage of lll>1t, and weight. Vegetation at the point

where a bf rd was seen was SltnJ)led using the techntque1 of the nndom
pafN method (Cottar,1 and Curtis. 1956). and a brief detcr1pt1on of

tha groWld cover was recorded.

At the point of each btrd s1ghttng

two

trees were 11111pled

and their species, d1ameters, and the distance, between thtlll was re•
corded.

In the case of a brood, only the spot where the hen wu seen

was designated ai a sample point. Only trees with a ditmeter of at
lease four inches were counted. From these data species frequency

and density of trees were calculated. The low vegetation observations

were recorded as percentages according to visual est1m&tes made by the
research crew.

The breathing rate was obtained by counting the 1nha1at1ons

per minute (number per 15 sec x 4) whfle observing the birds ventral

surface; a regular pulsation of the tail and abdomen feathers 1n phase

w1th breathing provided an easy and accurate measurement. The rate of
heartbeat was obtained with a stethoscope held against the breast and

count1ng the number of beats per minute (number per 15 sec x 4).

All

breath1ng and heartbeat rate determ1nat1ons were carried out at least

twice on e,sch bird to estimate variation and to assure ocellracy.

The cloatal temp,ereture was measured with an oral thennometer

graduated in 0.2 F increments and ranging froot 96 to 109 F. The ther

mometer bulb was inserted into the cloaca for three minutes or untn

a constant temperature reading was obtained.
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Finally, a judgement was made of the bird 1 s behavioral dispo

sition from the time of sighting to the time of release, assigning
grades of calm, moderately active, or excit�ble.
Blood�

Blood was taken by pfertfng the ankle just above the hal lux

with a sterile lancet. Glood smears were prepared in the field,

using standard paras1tolog1cal technique (Shell, 1962). After samp-

11ng, I drop or two of a liquid adhesive (collodion) was applied to
the wound to prevent further bleeding and to protect against infec

tion.

Laboratory Procedures
W1th1n 48 hours after collecting the smears, they were fixed

1n absolute methanol for three minutes, o1r •dried, stained with

Giemsa's stain (diluted 1 :20) for 45 minutes, washed momentarily in

d1st111ed water, and dried 1n a1r.

Each s ta 1ned smear was exam1 ned under an AO Spencer b1 nocu lar

compound microscope with 15 x oculars (one fitted •1th

1

10 am x 10

m grid) and a 10 x objective. Presence or absence of trypanosomcs

and m1crof11ar1ae was recorded. with the number of each observed 1n
an eight minute exam1nat1on. period. After thfs 1nit1a1 search• the
numbers of ttaemoproteus and Leucocyto.� oametocytes were recorded

per 20,000 red blood cells (RBC). Slides were �ns1dered negative
if 15 m1nutes of careful examination revealed no parasites.

Stath.t1ca1 Analnt�.
Simple an'1 rwlt1ple correlation coeff1c1ents (Weinberg and

7

Schumaker, 1965) were used for determ1nat1ons with single tnd rwlt1ple infections respectively. An IBM 1620 computer was used to deter

m1oo the correlations of parasttem1a w1th the phys1olog1ca1 para
meten.

8

of ·Para!;1tism
Incidence ----- -- "-..-..-··-·

P(SULTS

rour parasite,s were found to te present tn the peripheral

blood of adult npn;cc grouse. These included the protozoa

ti�

�ro.teu�, ��&QI\., and Trypano.fil!!_ and a larva, f11ano1d
new..atoda called a mkrof11ar1a. f{o attempt was r.iado at further
class1f1cation of these n�matodes because of the difficulty of iden
tifying microfilar1a without the adults, as pointed out by Brinkman
(1950). Only h9uc.9��ozoon and Trypa� were found 1n the peri
pheral blood of spruce grouse chicks.

Photornicrographs 111vstrat1ng

tho morphology of these four sp';!t.:ies are presented 1n f1�ures l

through 4.

Our rasearch yielded 135 usable samples representing 00 adult
sprue� grouse and 55 chicks. Of all the birds sampled, 84 per cont
ware 1n-fectad with at least one of the four spacies.

Eighty.. nine

per cent of all adults and 78 per cent of all chicks carried infec
tion.

It is significant to note: t,:at the occurrence of Leu_ coc;yto ..

zaon_was appreciably greater in chicks (71 p&rcent) than in adults
(41 per cent). A surrr.iary of these results 1s included in Table 1.

The various combinations of infection are shown in Table ,!.

- .. -- .,, ' • •
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Fig. l. Haernonroteus gametocytes 'in peripheral HBC. Th1s stage 1s
efongate-and sa:.1sage-shaped, and either partially or
completely encircles the RBC nucleus.
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Fig. 2. Lcucos,ytozoon :iainetocytc in per1 phera l f<!!C. Infected ce 11 s
are elongate \'lith their nuclei forming long. darr. tands
along cne side an<: with pale cyto1>lasmic "horns" extending
out beyond the parasite and the nucleus.
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Fig. 3. Ir��oma in per1phera1 blood. Trypanosonies are t.longate
protozoawTth well•-developed undulating menuranes and
short flagella, and are found free in the plasma.

Fig. 4. ,\ nematode microfilar1a in peripheral blood. M1crof1lariae
are v�rmiform larvae of varying s1z;s fou�d free in the plasma.
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Table 1. Per cent of 1nfect1on by 1ncUv1dua1 paras1te species
among total sample and among adults and chicks.

Parasite

t; Total Samole
Infected (N 1 •135)

t Adults

Infected (t�O)

I Chicks
Infected (N-SS)

Haemopr.oteus

27

46

0

Leucoc¥19ZOO!!.,

53

41

71

TryJJ!nOSO!M_

49

54

41

m1crof11ar1a

24

4,1

0

negative

16

11

22

_

_....._.. _..,...,.....

lsymbol H•number of bird� 1n sample,
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Table 2. Parasite comb1nat1ons 1n 80 adult and 55 spruce grouse ch1cks.
Number of Occun-ences

adults

chlcks

Negative

9

��"80proteus only
Leucocytozoon only

12

8

Comb1nat1on

TrxP!n� only

s

20

9

4

Microf11ar1a only

4

�proteus, Leucoc.ytozoon

2

Haemo,eroteu!_, Trypa!lO$�

7

�!.!Jl(>proteus ,. M1crof11ar1a

2

�cytozoon. !rlPIOO.!.�
Leucocytozoon, M1c:rof11ar1a

2

Trypano�. H1crof1lar1a

5

!_!aemoproteus, Leucocytozoon. Try[?!nosoma

5

5

ttaemomte�s. �cyto;oon_. M1crof11ar1a

2

Haemoero�s, Tr.YPanosoma, M1 crof 11 ar1 a

3

h!Ys.oc.xtozoon., �nosooia, M1c::rof11ar1a

4

Haemoeroteus, Leijcoc1tozoon ., Tr12anosoma, "11c;rof11ar1a6

l3

-

-

...

..

19

-

..
..
-

figures 5 through 10 show the densities of 1nfect1on
four P1ras1tes 1n all paras1 tbtld spruce grou�e.

with the

It 1s s1gn1f1cant

to note that Leu5:ocytQ�09n. 1n add1t1on to occurring in I higher pro-
portion of ch1cks than 1n adults. showed appreciably

h1gher para

s1teni1u 1n the chicks which they infected.
P�s1ol�ic_pl Ana1y$1S
A 11 b1 rds were 1 n1 tia lly categor1 zed as adult ma 1 es (N • 32),
adult females (n • 41), and chicks (N • 55).

No physiological data

were recorded from seve� adults from which blood samples were taken

1n late winter and early spring, and these were eliminated from this

part of the study.

Table 3 illustrates the average cloacal temper

ature, breathing rate, heart rate, and b�hav1oral disposition of all
non-paras1th:ed spruce grouse. It 1s sign1f1cant to note that the

averages for adult fe1Mles were higher than those for adult males.
As e){pected (Bump§.!!}_., 1947), both the heart and breathtng rates
of the chicks were much greater than th.ose of the adults.

Due to the

small number of non-para,ftized birds sampled, however. theso data
can only give a rough estimate of Mnon111l" spruce grouse physiology.

The h19h standard dev1at1ons �•r this out.

Since grouse physiology may fluctuate both with ttme of d1y

and w1th atmoipher1c condft1ons (Bump!!. !l·. 1947), the following
considerations are essential.

Ninety-three per cent of all birds

(86 per cent of the adults and all of the chicks) were captured be..
tween 9:00 AM and J:30 PM.

E1ghty-n1ne per cent of all adults and
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Tabl� 3. Physiological parar1oters of non .. parasitizect spruce grouse.

.J\dult

Male

Adult

femalo

C.hicks Unknown

9

106.5!1.2

12

107.3?0.7

1.21'.4

1s.3±19.1z33t40.41.st.1

16

17-24 4

10

27-42

4

45 .. 50

68.3±11.8 165±9.6

2

l07.3tl.5
107 .1t1 .4

109t'18.1

364tl3.8 1.3±.5

1221°24.5 3701:36.7 1.5!.5
115t19.0 321t19.0 2.5!.5

1Number of breaths per minute.
minute.
lGradfng• 1, calm; 2, moderately active; 3. cxcttable.
2riumber of beats per

Ago in days.
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91 per cent of the chick$ were umpled at air temperatures ranging

from 18 to 90° F and under clear to partly cloudy skies. D1urna1 or
c11mat1c

fluctuations

were not

evident in phys1olog1ca1

values of

comparable birds captured within these time and temperature ran�es.

Simple correlation coefficients (Weinberg and Schtaker,1965)

were determined for each of the three categories of birds (adult male,

adult female, end chicks) with s1ng1e infections of Haemoproteus or

Leucocytozoon. Multiple correlation coefficients were detenn1ned for
all birds 1n the two adult categories (Haemoproteu, w.s absent in

chicks) with multiple infections of Hlemoproteu� and Leucocytozo,n.

Since trypanosomes and microf11ar1ae were found at comparatively low

densities (see Figures 7, 8, and 10) and are believed to be non

pathogenic on their avian hosts (Bump!! !1•. 1947; Erickson !1 al ••
1949;

Dorney and

Todd, 1969; Levine, 1961).

they

have been eliminated

from considerations of effects of parasitism on physiology. Birds

with no infection were necessarily included 1n all determinations.

Chicks were arbitrarily categorized 1nto the following age groups to

adjust for changes

1n

physiology as the chicks grew older: 17-24,

27-42, and 45-60 days. The r values obtained, ind1cat1ng the corre

lation of parasitem1a w1th the selected physiological par1Mters, are

shown in Tables 4 through 7.

Four s1gn1f1c:ant pos1t1ve correlations (P • .05 - .01) were

obtained all involving only adult males. lnc:luded were correlations
of both cloacal temperature and heart rate with 1nfect1ons of

and correlations of both heart rate and behavtoral dhHaemoproteus,
'

19

Table 4. Correlation of physiological parameters of adult spruce
grouse

with

infections of �1!£!£!f'O�.

Parair�ter
21

.2S7G7

' em1>eratt.!ra2

19

17

17

.52716*

Heart rate

17

17

.57034,.

17

17

-.02647

.45797

.15193

area th 1 ng •·a tu
f

01sposition

_......-

--·�_.,_,,__________.......

.

-.02142
-.01265

1,or•1---�

!r l indicates the value of the correlation coofffcient.
C' oaca1 temperature.
�Significant (po.; .os�.01).
4

Table 5. Correlation of p'hy!>1ological parameters of adult spruce
grouse w1th infections of J:!UCO£rtozoon.

1
r Value
=
ma1e' 'lema
.'"-"10-

Para:reter
Breathing rate

14

23

--.30112

... 15752

11

21

-�0H'l6

Heart rate

-.40100

11

21

Disposi'tion

11

21

-.00956

-.34542

Temper�ture2

_....�""l"""'-___,__....___

------

.

.... 18380

1 r .1nd1cates the value of the correlation coaffic1ent.
2Cloacal tetJ\perature.

-.20916

Table 6. Correlation of phys1olog1ca1 parameters of adult spnice

--

grouse with infections of both Haemoproteus and L!!ft,fcocytozoon.
Number
ma1e

Parame.ter
Breathing rate

Temperature2

Heart rate

Disposition

--

Sall ed

ema1e
23

15

r Value1
male female
.30585

12

21

.26340

21

12

.73354*

21

12

.550W

--

.13513

.12650
.10476

.33870

1r 1nd1cate-s tile value of the correlation coefficient.
Cloacal temper1tur�.
•Significant (P. .05-.01).

Table 7. Cornlitien of phys1olog1ca1 parameters of spnice grouse
chicks with infections of LeutOC,Y_to�oon.

�umber
-- S1&n2led
�-1

Parameter

lT-24 21:2 4g...er; .
rate

-

16

24
24

15

Heart rate

16

15

01spos.1t1on

16

23

Breathing

Temperature 3

14

24

15

15

�.41320 .00942 -.17065

.28664 .20017 ... 36582

-.15919 .33n6 .10283

-.18428 .36115 ·.36689

1Age 1n days.
�! indicates the value of the correlation coefficient.
"'\.loacal temperature.
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pos1t1on with mixed 1nfect1ons of Haemqproteus and keucocytozoon. All

other r values 1nd1cated non-s1gn1f1cant correlations. The regres

sion slopes of the s1gn1ficant two-variable relationships are shown
in Figure: 11 and 12.

!!!_bftat Analysis_

The analysis of samples of trees take-n at the point of each

grouse i1ght1ng are presented in Tables 8 through 10. Shown are

the compar1'ons of tree density, tree diameters, and species composi

tion w1th the degree of paras1t1sm. Paras1tem1as were arbitrarily
designated as 11ght. medium, and heavy.

L tght included

negative.

and

high single

tn�

low-level single infections (up to 40 gametocytes per 20,000 RSC)

with

Haemoproteus or

fection,, (up

to 130

L!Mcocyt9z«>9!!• Mediw:1

included

gaa.etocytes Pf!r 20,000 R8C) and

low•level multi

ple infections (70 Htem<>QfPteus and 5 t..eucocytozoon gametocytes per

20,000 RBC). H1gh multiple fnfectfons (up to 420 Haemoproteus and
80

J...!tt,c�ytozoon gametocyttts per 20,000 RBC) constituted the cate

gory of heavy. Trypanosomes and microf1lar1ae were equally 1nter

M1xed 1n

the- three

categories.

The estimates of ground cover are sunnarized

Presented are the comparisons of

species

in

Table 11.

compos1tfon and the esti

mated density of the dom1.nant low vegetation with the degree of
paras1thm.
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110

a.

Tl!\ble

P.slctio11s:Mp of def:ree of parasitism and Sf)e;Ci$S CQrJJ:l0$1t10,1
of trees at sites r1bora spruce ;Jn>u&e "iere found.

Paras1tom1n1

44.4 0

13

8

Mcd1um

ltl

6

11

61.1

Light

28

13

10

35.7 2

·--·•-..

·---

.-

_

......... '"�----.·

-·---

....._ .........,._...........,,..�.,

....... ..,...

0

1

1.1

2

11.Z

0

0

3

10.8

-------�· -----

......_______·------·--- ......

.....-.......-.-.

lr,esi�mat1ons: Lights ncgativ 1 nnd lo"""'level single infections.
t1edium"' Mnh �ingle and low-level r,:ult1ple infections.

Heavy• h19h multiple infections.

21nclt.1Lied: red pine (Pinus
° resinos!) � rod ma.plr.,. {Acer rubrur\1)_. \'iMte
M rch (f?..�§J�: i!P.i!If]riO, Utmarack {ilill. 1'ir1f.7Jtj). and
tlhite spruce.
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Table�- Relations.hip of d09ree of parasitism and she of trees at
sites

Parasttenria1

�m�re

spruce grouse were found.
r:umber Ir.
5ample

Avfir. OEH ! SE2
inches

16

�i.edf um

18

light

28

6.61 t .43

1oesigllations: Lig-ht• negative arid lot1--1evel single 1.nfectfons.
Medium• high singl?? and low-level multiple infections •
Heavy,s high MUlt1ple 1nfections.
.,
�Average d1a.mter bn;ast hight 2tandard error.
!ttaavy vs. medium according to t .. tast (t•--1.. $2, 34d.f., P. .10.... os).
Heavy vs. light according tot-test (t• .. 1.16, 44d.f q P• .50-.10).

2C

Table 10. Relationship Qf degree of parasitism and density of treas at
sites \·1he•rl

Paras1tenia 1

Htavy

sprwce grouse were

NumbJr In
Sample

found.

Aver. Distance Catw-cen Aver. Density

Trees! sc2� feet

9

334

! 2.0

337

14.0 '! 2.0

347

13.2
Light

(trijes/acre)

l4

·----�·--

1oesignations: L1gt1t• negative and low--1eva1 s1nole 1nf1Jctions.
Medium• high single and low-levol multiple infectionsa
Heavy" high rnu1t1i1e infections.

2Average distance between trees - standard error.
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Table 11. Per

cent

grouse of

cover

of

varying

low

at sites where spruce
paras1tem1as were found.
vegetation

Paras1tem1a1
Ugfit medlum heavy

·-

Vegetation

Blueberries (Vacc1n1um
avgust1fo11"91 & � ,e},rt111o1dfs)

60%

65%

55'.t

16

1r."

30

40

30

20

35

25

15

Mosses (t4usc1)

10

10

10

Logs or stumps

30

25

20

<1

<1

<1

<.1

<l

<1

Bracken fem (Pter1d1um �qu11fnum)

Grasses (Gram1neae)

L1 chens (pr1nc1 pa 1 ly Cl•don1a.
r1n9,1fer1na)

Wintergreen (§aulther1a
procumbens)
Tra111ng arbutus (Ep1g•�a. repens)
Labredor tea (Ledum
groenlandtcum)

<1

<1

<1

1oes1gnat1ons: 11ghttsnegat1ve and low-level stngle 1nfect1ons.
medtum-htgh s1ng1& and low-level multiple 1nfect1ons.
heavyah1gh multiple 1nfect1ons
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OISCUSSIOH

HaemoproteU$

Fallis and Bennett (1960) described Haemoproteus canach1tes

from a spruce grouse 1n Ontario. Jones (unpublished report, 1968)
1n studyfng parasite

morphology, found

that the gametocyte

of the

species found 1n spruc;e grouse of my study area closely resembles

-H. canachttes dscribed by Fallis and Bennett.
_......,....._.""-_

that

These authors found

e

the no .. see,-om, Cul1co1des (Ceratopogon1dae), 1$ the insect

vector transm1tt1ng this P4ras1te.

S1nce

no-see-uAlS

on the Yellow Dog Plafns, the haemoprote1d parasite
tMs species, although details of sporogony

have

are abundant
1s probably

not been reported

(f'a111s, 1965).

Although 46 per cent of all adults were infected, 1t 1s s1g�

n1ficant to note that no chicks

ranged up

to

nine weeks old.

went infected.

Stabler

et

!J....

Chicks sampled

(1967) found

Ha!!!)proteus

cOlmlOnly 1n spruce grouse chicks over four weeks old in Alaska. It
woll documented
adults to blood

that

1s

grouse chicks are generally ioore susceptible than

parasitism

(Bump et al •• 1947; Erickson et al., 1949;

Bendell, 1955; Cowan and Peterle, 1957; Garnham, 1966).

A number

factors could account for this, such as varying suscept1b111t1es
among different species and populations of grouse.
that permit enough vectors to emerge,

to

The

of

conditions

be(:ome infected, and

to be

capable of transmitting the 1nfect1on. and the intimacy of the host

parasite relat1onsh1p are potential factors.
The dens1tfes

to 530

of infection

gametocytes per

20,000 RBC &

with Haemoproteus ranged tram
w1 th an

average

paras1tanl1as are relatively low when compared
29

to

of

128.

the 20

to

These

10,000

five

gametocytes per 20,000 RBC rePorted by Bendell {1955) 1.n the blue
grouse fn British Columbta.

Fallis and Bennett (1958) pointed out

that the species of the bird, its she. and 1ts habitat 111 1n
flue�e the number of

1t. Susceptibility

suitable

vectors that encounter and feed upon

of the spn,ce grouse,

site incidence and pathogen1c1ty. Little

thus, affects
study

both

para

has been done, how

ever, on the cuHco1de-s - spn,ee grouse re1at1onsh1p.
Practfcally no attention has been g1ven to the pathogenic1ty
of �emop_roteus 1n birds.

Bendell (1955) concluded that haemoproteu�

had no apparent effect on blue grouse because he found mortality rates
equal a1110ng parasitfzed and non-paras1t1zed

birds.

He observed sub•

stantia11y greater 1ntens1t1es of 1nfact1on than d1d I.
ing pathogenesis of various species of Haemop!'9teus
(1961)

states that

infected birds usually show no

1n

s1gns

In discuss
birds.

Levine

of disease •

. Garnham (1966) surmises that tt. �umbae must be pathogenic to some
extent 1n columb1fonn birds because, 1 'at the

crfsh

of par1.s1taem1a,

nearly half o.f the. erythrocytes contain gametocytes", but he cites
no quantitative physiological data to support this statement.

stated above, the

average

paras1tem1a

1n

As

my study revealed that

than 1/150 of the erythroeytes conu1ned gemetocytes.

less

"-rtnan (1963b)

pointed out that it has not yet been demonstrated whether mortal tty
from Haemoproteus occurs 1n waterfowl of the family Anatidae.
In this study the cloacal temperatur-e and heart rate of adult
males correlated sign1f1c�nt1y (P • .05 - .01)

30

with

paras1tem1a.

As

the degree of infection increased, a corresponding increase 1n

cloacal temperature and heart rate was noted. Since haemoproteus

gametocytes are found within red blood cells, the question of

�.hether the oxygen carrying capacity 1s restricted must be con

sidered. If these gametocytes either disrupted the hemoglobin -

RSC system or resulted 1n hernolys1s, and �re suff1c1ently abun

dant, I would expect a reduction in the oxygen carrying efficiency
and a compensatory increase

in heart rate. Unlike the malarial

parasite Plasmod1um, however, �<!!OOproteus and Leucocytoioon do not
undergo asexual reproduction

1n

the erythrocytes and, thus, do not

destry them (Garnham, 1966). Their presence 1n RBC, however, would

seemingly at least �.od1fy nonnal functioning. My data show that an

average of only one of·150 erythrocytes were infected with Haemo

proteus, a paras1tem1a appreciably lower than those of the grouse
studies cited above. Heavily paras1t1zed spruce grouse 1n this

study contained between 170 and 360 gametocytes per 20,000 RBC.

Sturkie (1954) points out that, 1f the cloacal temperature were

high enough to affect the bird adversely, an increase 1n breathing

rate and panting would be expected to maintain a constant tempera

ture. In add1t1on, 1f the bird were suffering from lack of oxygen

as the heart rate suggests, an increase 1n the breathing rate would
again be expected for increase o2 consumption. Such was not the
case 1n birds handled in this study. I observed no $1gnff1cant in

crease 1n breathing rate with 1ncreas1ng paras1tem1as. This may

31

suggest that. although the

cloacal temperature

and heart rate

1nc.reas·e w1th 1ncreasfng levels of infection, the magnitude 1s
neither great enough to cause a cornpensatory physiological response,

nor increased host 1rr1tab111ty.
Adult females a.re seemingly unaffected 1n all four parameters
(onsidered, or the affects of paras1temii are masked by other
phys1o1og1ca1 factors. Ho appreciable differences existed betwean
paras1temi_as of males and females. The breeding female. owing to
concurrent reproductive stresses of egg layfng and incubation,
and later, to care of the chicks. showed a greater degree of stress

and uneasiness
11

1n

captivity than

did

the

seemingly

more

uninvolved u males. The 11 d1stress calls" emitted by the chicks

(Harju,

unpublished

thes1i, 1969) seemed

ad�

to

this unrest. This probably resulted in wider

appreciably

varfat1ons

to

of heart

rate. breathing rate. aRd behavioral d1sPos1t1on (see Table 3) of
both

adult females and chicks. I can only speculate whether adult

females were unaffected in all four parameters considered, as the
correlation coefficients su·ggest. or whether the effects were
masked by these stress

s1m11ar1ty of
would be

their

s1m111r

factors.

infections

If masked, however, becau5e of the
the

asslimption

to that presumed for adult

that the

males

magn1t-ude

1s not

unwarTanted.
The following five factors lead me to conclude that,

Haemoeroteys 1s

the

although

likely cause for elevated cloacal temperatures

and heart rates 1n adult 0111 es and. perhaps• fema 1 es , the extent of
the increase 1s neither gre-at enough to cause direct mortality nor

pathol091ca1 weaknesst (1) the
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comparatively

low

densities

of

1nfectfon� (2) the nature of the parasite (Garnham" 1966). (3) the
seeming lack of expected physiological responses such as high
breathing rates and elevated temperatures tn most birds� (4) the wide
variations in physiology among 1ndiv1dua1

b1rds with s1m11ar

paras1tem1as � and (5) the conclusion of Bendell (1955), who reported
substant1111y greeter infections of haemoproteus than d1d I (see
page 29), with no apparent effect on populations of wild blue grouse.

These conclusions are subject to criticfsm on the point that

my study failed to consider intestinal parasites and other potential
pathogens which

possibly were affecting the physiology of the birds

and masking any measurable effects of the blood parasites. However,
analyses of my blood smears by Sullivan (unpublished report, 1968)

indicated a very sign1f1cant correlation of white blood cell numbers
w1th incidence of Uaemoprote'!§_ 1n all adults (re .874. 22 d.f .,
P.<.01 ).

Increased leucocyte productton 1s a bodily reaction that

w111 nidu�e or destroy an invading organism as the leucocytes engulf
the

infectious agent (Sturkie, 1954). The increased leucocyte pro

duction is a natural phenomenon to 1nvas1on by most foreign 1111tter

and may not indicate serious pathogentc1ty. These findings, however,
indicate that nearly all of the excess Whtte cell production 1s 1n

response to the presen�e of blood parasites. Thus, serious tnfecttons
by other p1thogens seems unlikely among the

·Leucocytozoo!l

birds sampled.

Leucocytpz9.9..Q. bon,as.!!_ was first described from ruffed grouse
by

Clarke tn 1935 in Ontario. Cowan and Peterle (1957) reported the

presence of!:.• �nasae 1n

sharptatl grouse tn Michigan. Studies of
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the sporogony and transmission of L. bonasae by Fallis and Bennett

. (1958 and 1961) 1n ruffed grouse in Ontario have indicated black

flies (Simu11um) to be the insect vectors. Because the gametocytes

in the spr�ce grouse of my study area closely resemble the

gametocyte they described and, since black flies are abundant on

the Yellow Dog Plains, the parasite considered 1s probably h· bonasae.
I

found leucocytozoon to be a10re prevalent and 1n greater

dens1t1es 1n chicks than 1n adults. Dorney and Todd (1959) observed

greater infections of Leucocytozoon among Wisconsin ruffed grouse

chicks than adults in all but two years of their eight-year study.

During the two exceptional years parasites were equally prevalent

among adults and chicks. Cowan and Peterle (1957) found Leucocytozoon

to

be more prevalent 1n adult sharptail grouse than in chicks, but

that study was carried out during winter and spring months. In spruce

grouse from Alaska, Stabler et !l· (1967) reported higher percentages
of Leucocytozoon 1nfect1on in chicks than in adults. These results

strengthen the belief that grouse chicks are generally more

susceptible than adults to blood paras1t1sm (Bump et!!.•• 1947;
Erickson !1!1•• 1949. Bendell, 1955; Cowan and Peterle, 1957;

Garnham. 1966) •
five

The densities of infection with Leucocytoioon ranged from

to

80 gametocytes per 20,000 RBC (mean• 22.8) 1n adults, and

from five to 250 gametocytes per 20,000 RBC (mean• 47.0) in chicks.

The range of 20 to 40 gametocytes per 20.000 RBC reported by both

Fowle (1946) and Bendell (1955) from blue grouse {adults and chicks)
1n British

Co1wnb1a is s1m11ar to that of my adult paras1tem1as, but
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b appreciably lower than that of my chick paras1temfas.

Herman (1963b) reported that, 11The incidence of natural

1nfcct1on [of Leucocytozoon] 1n a nesting population of wild
Canadian geese at the Seney National W1ld11fe Refuge ••• has, tn at
least two of the pa$t 10 years, approached 100 per cent 1n gos11ngs
examined during late June and early July, with a number of fatalfties

noted ... Chern1n (1952) studied the relapse phenomenon of h• s1mond1

in rit1ch1gan ducks and concluded that th1s species 1s a direct

cause of mortGlfty, but Borg (1953) 1n Sweden. Erickson (1953) 1n
Minnesota, and Dorney and Todd (1959) in Wisconsin have all
concluded that L�!i-�OC,Ytozoon. SJ!P• are not important causes of death
in wild grouse .. F4111s and Bennett {1958) reported that none of the
paras1tem1as of !-_. �nas_ ae observed 1n ruffed grouse. infected either
naturally or exper1mentA11y, were os intense as many of those seen
in ducks infected wtth

h• $1mond1. They stated that the highest

paras1tem1a, one parasite per 300 RBC (67 parasites per 20,000 RBC
using R\Y standard), observed 1n ruffed grouse resembles one of the
lowest seen 1n ducks (Fallis, Oav1es, and Vickers, 1951). The1r

conclusion was that the paras1temta 1n grouse was relatively low

and that no gross signs of d1s�se were noted 1n any of the infected

birds. Rates of 1nfectton found 1n their grouse were sfm11ar to
those of the grouse 1n iny study.

Cowin and Peterle (1967) stated that chtcks compose the age

class most likely to be affected and their survival rwst be the

object of def1n1t1vc studies 1f t.he effects of �.eucocytpzoon are to
be evaluated. ln my itudy correlations of spruce grouse (adults and
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chicks) physiology 1nd1cate that no significant rela.t1onsh1ps

exht (see Tables 5 and 7). Ch1ck paras1tem1as, however. have been

shown to be substantially greater than those of adults. If chicks
indeed are adversely affected. the wide ind1v1dua1 variations of

their physiolo91ca1 parameters �Y have masked the effects of
infection. I believe� however, that at the obterved densities

h�co.cxtoioon 1s oo1ther pathogenic nor a cause of mortality 1n
the population of w11d spruce grouse studied. In addition to

iey

physiological data, this conclusion 1s based on (1) the relatively
light infections. (2) the asexual nature of the parasite (Garnham.

1966)(see page 31). and (3) the results of studies of other

tetro-;;n1ds as cited above (Borg. 1953; Erickson, 19531. Bendell,
1955 � Fa 11 is and Bennett, 1958; Dorney and Todd• 1959).

!.faemo21:2te,us and Leuc,ocytot29"

Hennao (1963a) pointed out that, "Even the no.nnal or

healthy wild animal that carries only• 11ngle potential pathogen1t

agent or paras1te 1s a rare 1n<i1v1dua1." S1nce

iqy

conclusions so

far have 1nd1ctted the beltef that. at the observed dens1t1es, neither
Haespoero.teus nor Leu-cocytozoon alone adversely affect spruce grouse,

my next question was whether mixed 1nfect1ons of

the

two parasites

would oe p&thogen1c. In my study 11 adult females and stx adult 1111les
c-arrted mixed infections of Haemoproteus and Leucoc:ytozoon. The

multiple correlation coeff1cfents (see Table 6) 1nd1cate that only

the heart rite and 8ehavfora1 d1spos1tton of adult males correlated
s1gn1f1cantly with parasttem1a

(P.

.05-.01). As

the

degree of

1nfect1on increased a corresponding 1ncnase 1n heart rate and bird

1rr1Ub111ty

Wt$

noted. For the same reasc;ns stated above (see

31). the question concerning restr1ct1on of the oxygen carrying
c&pacity of infected eryth�ytes 1s refuted. Reither

page

increased

breathing rate or panting, nor fever wu evident 1n response to
1nfect1on. This may suggest thilt,

although

the heart rate

and

host

1rr1tabilfty increase with 1ncreas1ng levels of infection, the

magnitude 1s not great enough to invoke a compensatory response in
the other meuured

values. If

so, the

effect

of mixed

infections

at

the observed densities would t,e seemingly insuff1c1ent to cause

pathologfca1 weakness or direct mortality. The average parasitem1a

was 266 garnetocytes per 20,000 RSC.

Adult females are seemingly unaffected in all four parameters

cons1dered, or the effects are masked by other physiological
factors (see

page

32).

Although

speculatory, 1f masked, the

stm11ar1t1es of male and fefflale par1s1tem1a would seem to indicate
that the suspected effects "'®ld be of no greater severity than for

that of males. The small sample size is a factor

to

Be noted.

From these findings 1t 1s be11eved that, although mixed

1nfect1on with Haemoproteus and Leucocytoi<>e>n 1s the likely cause

for elevated heart rates and host trr1tab111ty 1n adult male and.

perhaps. female spruce grouse. the extent of the increase 1s
apparently not great enough

to

adversely affect 1ts.

host.

As

w1th

single infections of these two protozoan parasites. the levels of

multiple infection are apparently 1nsuff1cient to 11m1t the

population growth of spruce grouse on the Yellow Dog Plains. Field

1.nfonnation on productivity and survival of spruce grouse (Robinson
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and Maxwell, 1969) indicated ltttle evidence of th1s. Neither

gro.ss signs of physical

handicap

evident.

nor pathological weaknesses were

Tr,)'@nOSOffl4

Clarke (1935) found a trypanosome 1n ruffed grouse from

Ontarfo that he thought closely resembled l• s,a111Mr1lD, and
other authors (Dorney and Todd, 1959; Stabler

!1 !l,.,

1967)

1nd1cate that I· !!_ham m1ght be found 1n grouse. No attempt was

made to 1dent1fy the species of uypanosomes 1n my study. Avian

trypanosomes are very polymorphic and, since complete life cycles

have not

been

d1ff1cult.

established (Levine, 1961), c1ass1f1cat1on 1s

Erickson �.

!l· (1949) 1n Minnesota found only 1,.2 per

cent of the 163 ruffed grouse sampled from

be infected with Trypanosoma, but

1n

1941

through 1947 to

that study most birds were

sampled 1n late July and September. There-

1s

a great deal of

evidence that trypanosomes may be subject to fluctuating
frequencies

1n the per1phera1 blood (Baker, 1956a,b; Dorney and

Todd, 1959; Stabler

!l !l·,

1967). Those studt•s pofnt out that

fall, winter, and early spring paras1tem1as may be substantially
lower than those of the sunrAer. Even tn late suaner

infection

rates may vary if the parasites hove begun their movement from the
per1pher1l blood

to

the liver, spleen. and bone man-ow. My results.

showing 49 per cent of all birds (adults,54 per cent; chicks,41 per

cent) to be infected, closely resemble those of the sunner survey

of spruce grouse 1n Alaska (Stabler et tl• •
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1967). Trypanoscme

densities of pos1t1ve slides 1n Jl\Y study ranged

from one to 25

parasites per e1ght minute search of the slide (average• 5.3) for
adults. and from one

to

10 parasites per eight minute search (average•

3.7) for chicks. These paras1tem1as are stmnar to the one to 20
parasites

per smear reported by Bendell (1955). According to Baker

(1956e,b), tryp1nosomes do not multiply 1n the av1an host but simply

become larger. This may be a faetor accounting for their sparse

numbers tn the blood. Evtdence indicates that they are non-pathogenic

on their avian hosts (Bump et

tl••

1947; Erickson !!tl�• 1949;

Dorney and Todd. 1959; Levine, 1961 ).

M1crof11ar11

n1crof11ar1ae have been reported in nearly all studies of

blood parasitism 1n grouse, but little more than speculation has
been diretted

M1crof11ar1a

to

the1r c1ass1f1cetiori. Brinkman (1950) described

!�111�l and !:!_. t.;larkei_ from ruffed grouse captured �Y

Fallis· 1n Ontario and concluded that these species were probably

larval forms of adult f1lar1o1dean nematodes of the subfamily

F11ar11nae •nd Aproct1nae. This conclusion was based on morphological

and

physiological invest19ations. Because the adult nematodes were

not available for 1dent1f1cat1on, however, these suppositions could

not be conftmed. Sfnce adult nematodes were r.ot isolated, I mad-e no

fur-ther attempt to classify these 11rvae.
In

this stuciy 41 per cent of the adults were infected with

m1crof11ar1ae, but n-o chicks carried 1nfect1on. These results

coincide wtth those of Stabler et !l· (1967) who reported that no

spruce grouse less than 16 weeks old were infected with m1crof11aria,

and with those of Fowle (1946) who reported that no juvenile blue
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grouse

carried

infection. Although hft assigned categories of

adult and juvenile, Fowle did not 1nd1cate their respective ages.

To actount for the absence of m1crof11ar11e in these younger b1i"ds,
Fowle (1946) pointed out

that

they could have been infected with

the nematode but t 1f the wonns were not DNltura. there would not oe

larvae present in the blood.

In this study parasitem1as ranged from one

to

31 parasites

per s11do per eight minute search, with an average of 4. 9. These

levels closely resemble those found in blue grouse. with a range

of one to 25 parasites per slide (Bendell ,, 1955). L1ttle study has
been directed

to

the effects of nematode m1crof11ariae on their

avian hosts, but 'ttley are be11eved
(Bump

n, !ll·, 1947;

Habitat �lysts

to

be non-pathogenic in grouse

Erickson !!. !l·, 1949; Dorney and Todd, 1959).

In my investigations of the relationship of parasttem1a

and

species compos1t1on

Table

8), l

fo\Jnd

of trees at sproce grouse sightings (see

that birds seemed

to select

stands independently

of their level of 1nfect1on with blood p&ras1tes. These stands

were comprised of jack pine almost equally 1ntenn1xed

with black

spruces. This closely correlates with the f1nd1ngs of Robinson
(1969) 1n his study of the habitat

selectfon

of spruce grouse on

the same area, and with those of Lumsden and Weeden (1963) who

noted that place1 where stands of jack pine and spruces meet seem

to be favored by spruce grouse in Ontarfo. Although species such as

white p1ne (P1m,,s ��robus), red pine (P. res1nosa). red maple

(�.cer �rum}. white

ler1cinaJ. and

birch

(�.1!. pap,rr1fer�), �rack (Larj!_

white spruce were sampled
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infrequently

at bird

s1ght1ngs, they were d1strfbuted randomly 1n samples of the three

categories of parasttem1a.

The stzo of the trees at sites where spn.ace grouse were

found shows no ,significant var1atton with 1ncrus1ng levels of

blood para11t1sm according to a t-test comparing the mean diameters
(set Table 9). The mean diameters of all trees sampled 1n each of

the three categories ranged from 5.21 to 6.67 inches. wttb an

average of 6.12 inches. Such sized trees comprise young stands.

These findings closely correlate w1th the statement of Robinson
(1969) that,

11 • ••

mature pure stands of Jack pine (efgbt to ten

inches 1n diameter) seemed to be avofded.n

Th• density of trees at sft•s were birds wan fownd

shows no var1atfon with 1ncreas1ng levels of blood paras1t1sm
(see Table

10).

The standard errors be-Ir this out. The moan

distances between trees for each category of paras1tem1a ranged

from 13.2 to 14.5 feet, with an average of 13.9 feet for all

categories. The average density of these evidently prefelT8d

stands wa, calculated to be 356 trees per acre. Heavily paras1t1zed

as well as non-paras1ttzed birds
throughout this type of hab1 tat.

weN

dtstr1buted randomly

Investfgations of the low vegetation 1n the general area

of s1tes where birds were found (see Table 11) revealed that
blueberT1es (Vac:c1n1!:9J! 1'1gyst1fo11'Ym and

Y.: IJ\Yrt11��1de�).

logs and

stumps, and grasses (Gram1neae) d0111tnated the ground cover. Bracken
fern (Pter1d1urn a9H111num), ltchens (principally Cladonia

rang1ferin�). and msses (Musci) together comprised a substantial
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percentage. of the· low vegetatfon. Al though these data represent the

average selection, the habitat 1n which birds were found ranged from
open areas, comprised essentially of grasses, lichens, and blue

berries, to dense wetlands comprised mainly of mosses and detritus,

w1th brackens at the periphery. Comparing these f1nd1ngs to the

rer.pect1ve 1nc1dences of blood parasitism 1n birds sampled, I found
no vary1ng relationship. The data showed that heavily paras1tized

b1rds are just as likely to be found in dry, open areas as they are
to be found in wet, dense areas. The same appears to hold true for

non•paras1tfzed birds. Because adult males exhibited certain

phys1olog1ca1 responses to infection w1th protozoan parasites (see

Tables 4 and 6). data of the four most heavily infected males were

seleeted

to

attempt to see 1f their habitat selection showed a

consfatent deviation from the type observed above. I found that

Jack pine intenn1xed with black spruces (five jack pines: three

black spruces) were the dooi1nant tre.e species. and that the density
of trees was slightly less than for that of a11 otner b111ds sampled
{235 trees per acre). Being representative of that of the mean

percentages of the ent1nt area (see Table 11) • the density of the

average low vegetation was described as IUOderately sparse. These
find1nas seemingly indicate

that heavily paras1tbed

birds prefer

the same habitat as that of their 11ghtly infected and non--1nfected

counterparts.

My investigations show that both the upper layers of

vegetation {trees) and the low vegetation are selected independently

of paras1tem1a at the levels observed. l-ta1ther species composition�
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s1ze,

or

density of trees, n.or specie$ composition or density of

ground cover varied wi'th levels of parasitism. These 1'1nd1ng.s refute
any hypothesis that 1.nfocted birds, being perhaps roore vulnerable

to predators, might seek e1thor a more dense area for concealment,

or a more exposed area both for increased v1sion and escapement.

In sum-nary, th1s study indicates the presence of ��10pro�u!_,

L,euc,9cYtotOO.!!., !rn!L�OOla, arld

microfflar1a fn tho peripheral

blood of spruce grouse. Single infections of H�roto14s and mixed

tnfections of Ha�'l!)Brote�s and �eucocyto�oon appeared to cause

certain phyi1o1og1ca1 responses 1n adult lllilles and, perhaps. females,
hut the u1agn1tude 15 not belteved to be great enough to cause

pathological weakness or raortal1ty. Physical handicap was not evident.
Habitat selection was found to be the same for non-infected and
infected birds. Levels of 1nfect1on w1th all four parasites were

comparatively low. Th-!refore. I believe that blood ptrasttfsm 1s not
an iwportant factor 1n reduci09 popt1latfon growth of spru.ce grouse

on the Yellow Dog Plains. Concurrent field 1nfo"'11t1on on

productfv1ty and survival of spruce grouse 1nd1caud little evidence

of this.
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APP£J1DIX I

__________ ___ - _.,,.""'--·�•'-•-----_...___---·----- ..----------··--Host
Location
Reference
_________ _______
·------� __ .....___
arouse.

..

.,

,.,

.._...__.,.._....,

....

,

Fa111s and Bennett, 1960

Ontario

Spruce grouse

Stabler g!tl•» 1967

Jones and Robinson, 1969

Alaska

Michigan

Spruce grouse

Fallis, 1945

Ontario

Ruffed grouse

Dorney and Todd t 1959

Wisconsin

Ruffed grouse

Fowle, 194�

Bendell » 1955

Br1t1sh Colur.b1a
Or1t1sh Columbia
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Spruce grouse

(!!2!i_a&a !:'��e_l l�s)

Blue 9rou$a

(Dendraga� obscurus)

Olue grouse

,WPENOIX II

Le-1.1ccx:ytozoon ar.-:i the r-o2spective references to fts occurrences in

____

____ ______

._..,,.

Rc-ference

..,

___ _____________ _____

..,.

Clarke1 1935

Stabler et al., 19£7

..

....

Ontario

Spruce grouse

Alaska

Ontario

Erickson !1!1:, 1949

Minnesota

Fowle, 1946

British Columbia

Bendell, l9S5

..

Host

Clarke, 1935

Oorney an4 Todd, 1959

---..-- .. ,..,_ ____ --·--

Location

Jones and Robinson, 1969 U1ch1gan

Fallis, 1945

........ ·- .__

Spruce grouse
Spruce grouse

Ruffed grouse

Ontario

Ruffed grouse

W1scohs1n

Ruffed gro1Js.e

Br1t1sh Columbia

Blue grouse

Ruffed grouse
Slue grouse

Borg t 1953

Sweden

Black grouse

Cowan and Petorle, 1957

Michigan

Borg. 1953

Sweden

Sharpta11 grouse
{Pedioecetes
2has}ane 11.!!§J

Borg, 1953

Hazel grouse
(Tetrastes
bonasia)
_..,._,
�

SWeden

Caperca fl 11e
(Tutr�2 Y!Q_lli! 11 us)

4t

( Lx..,�r¥..!i. tetry X)

_______

APPENDIX UI

T!YP!rlPJOR,11. and the respective references to 1ts occurrence fn
grouse

Clarke, 1935

--

Locetton

Host

Ontario

Spruce grouse

Alaska

Spruce grouse

Stafsath and K.otlan. 1925

M1ch1g&n

e grouse
Ruffd

Er1cksoo -*
et ---al., 1949

·Minnesota

Ruffed grouse

Fowle, 1946

8rft11h �olunabta

Stabler �t al., 1967

Jones and Robtnson. 1969

Michigan

Clarke, 1936

Ontario

Spruce grouse.

Ruffed grouse

Uorney and Todd. 1959

W1scons1n

Ruffed gn,use

Bende 11 • 1955

Br1t1sh Columbia

Blue grouse

Blue grouse

)
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APPENDIX IV

M1crof11arid and the rijspect1ve refere�es to 1 ts occurrence in
grouse.

Clarke, l 935

--·

Stabler �t al.• 1967

Jones and Robinson, 1969

Clarke, 1935

f-1llis, 1945

--

Erickson et al., 1949

Brinkman. 1

�o

3orney and Todd, 1959
Fowle� 1946

S...'1nde 11 , 1965

Location

Host

Ontario

Sprue� grouse

Alaska

Spruce grouse

Ontario

Ruffod grouse

Hichigan
Ontario

mnn�sota

Ontar1o
�Jiscons1n

Cr1·t1sh Colombia

British Columbia
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Spruce grouse

Ruffed 9rouse

Ruffed grouse
Ruff�l grouse

Ruffed grouse
81 ua gr·ouse

61ue grouse

